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Hydrant Pit Coupler Incidents and EI 1584 Third Edition   

 
 

Background – The Auckland Airport Incident 
 

Most of us have seen the graphic images of the Auckland incident in 1995 when a pit 
coupler became detached from a hydrant pit valve during fuelling, resulting in a release of 
fuel under full hydrant pressure.  Had this spray come into contact with a source of ignition 
such as a hot aircraft engine or the exhaust system of a nearby vehicle, the outcome could 
have been an ignition of explosive force with the possibility of multiple fatalities.  The event 
was captured on a CCTV security camera and the image below clearly shows the spray 
which engulfed several neighbouring aircraft. 
 

 
 
Since this dramatic incident there have been a number of occasions at airports around the 
world where a hydrant pit coupler has been struck by a passing vehicle, dislodging the 
coupler from the pit valve.  In a small number of cases this has resulted in a spray of fuel 
similar to the Auckland incident, when, for a variety of reasons, the pit valve has failed to 
close properly.  
 
Fortunately none of these fuel releases have ignited, but the potential severity means that 
such an event is one of the major accident risk scenarios present at any airport with a 
pressurised fuel hydrant system.   
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EI 1584 Third Edition - Hydrant Pit Valves and Couplers 
 
The industry has devoted considerable time to developing an engineering barrier to the risk, 
and the results of these efforts are EI 1584 “Four Inch Hydrant System Components and 
Arrangements Third Edition”.  This includes a requirement for a clean break away of the pit 
coupler from the pit valve when subjected to a sideways impact or load, such as would result 
from the pit coupler being struck by a passing vehicle.  

When the coupler breaks away cleanly, the pit valve poppet will close rapidly thus minimising 
any jet fuel release.  There will still be some spillage from the hydrant dispenser hose and 
pipe work via the damaged coupler, but this is significantly less hazardous than a 
pressurised geyser of jet fuel from a damaged pit valve.  

Compliance with EI 1584 Third Edition requirements for hydrant pit valves has been the 
subject of earlier JIG Bulletins and compliance has now been achieved at the majority of JIG 
airport locations.  However, the major accident risk barrier which EI 1584 Third Edition 
provides will not be realised until the pit couplers are also compliant.  Once Third Edition pit 
valves are installed, Third Edition pit couplers shall be procured and installed without delay, 
and by the end of 2011 at the latest. 
 
Achieving Third Edition compliance at locations where the hydrant system is owned by a 
third party, or where the hydrant system does not operate to JIG Guidelines, is equally 
important for the JIG Member Companies who supply fuel to customers at these locations.  
At some of these airports the Hydrant Owner has not yet been convinced of the need to 
invest in modifications or valve replacements to meet the Third Edition requirements.  The 
incident described below, which occurred recently at a major airport location, clearly 
illustrates the advantages of EI 1584 Third Edition     
 
 
2010 Hydrant Coupler knock-off incident 
 
The effectiveness of pit valve and pit coupler assemblies meeting the requirements of EI 
1584 Third Edition were recently highlighted in an incident where a pit coupler was struck by 
a baggage trolley.  The attached Incident Summary describes the incident, and of particular 
note is that the pit coupler broke away cleanly from the pit valve as designed, allowing the pit 
valve to close, resulting in a relatively minor spillage of 4 litres of fuel. This outcome is in 
stark contrast to that at Auckland, and clearly highlights why we going ahead with EI 1584 
Third Edition compliance. 

 
 
This document is intended for the guidance of Members of the Joint Inspection Group (JIG) and 
companies affiliated with Members of JIG, and does not preclude the use of any other operating 
procedures, equipment or inspection procedures.  Neither JIG, its Members, the companies affiliated 
with its Members nor the International Air Transport Association (IATA) accepts responsibility for the 
adoption of this document or compliance with this document.  Any party using this document in any 
way shall do so at its own risk. 
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